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JavaScript... Master It Today! This book will help you become an effective JavaScript user. If you

want to learn the basics of the JavaScript language quickly and easily, then you must get this book

now.This book will explain important facts regarding the JavaScript language. It doesnâ€™t contain

any irrelevant information. Each page holds valuable lessons, instructions and examples. After

reading this book, youâ€™ll be familiar with objects, functions, variables, statements and other

JavaScript elements.Here Is A Preview Of What Youâ€™ll Learn...The Basic Elements of the

JavaScript Language JavaScriptâ€™s Control Flow Statements The Different Types of Loops in

JavaScript JavaScript Functions JavaScript and Cookies  Much, much more! Download your copy

today!
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You can find far more information on virtually any free website such as W3Schools. The book's

description states that it will help you become an effective JavaScript user; it will get you no further



than writing a simple "hello world" function. The book gives very simplistic examples yet does not

even give enough information for a true novice to interpret the examples. For instance it uses the

"===" comparison operator without ever defining it. I borrowed this for free during a trial of Kindle

Unlimited. I am sorry that I wasted my time and would have really been sorry if I had also wasted

money. Don't waste either of yours on this "book"!

I'm really amazed at all the high marks for this book, unless those who reviewed it, didn't pay 8-10

dollars for 81 pages of very large type. Maybe my expectations were too high but you can find more

information on the Wikipedia page for Javascript than is contained in this book. You can definitely

Google much more information from a host of free websites that will help you actually program in

Javascript.I feel very cheated after paying for this book. I purchased it, based on all the good

reviews and am very disappointed. I'm a programmer who has been learning Javascript from online

courses and wanted a beginner's book to use as a quick reference to look up things while I write

code. This book won't cut it for that purpose. Honestly, the only value I can see for this book is if

you're going to a dinner party and you want to have some light conversation about Javascript.I don't

like writing negative reviews but there are much better books out there. I can't recommend this one

at all.

This was a very insightful book on JavaScript. I really enjoyed reading it as it was written in clear,

concise language that anyone can understand. Basically, the book explains how JavaScript works,

the different functions and calls it uses, and how to identify and correct errors in the script you write.

It truly is a beginner's guide because it really helped me to gain a better understanding of

JavaScript.I would recommend anyone who is interested in computer languages to get the book. It

is well researched and the graphical illustrations help you to grasp the points even quicker.

This is such a very useful tool! I studied two years in programming, but I find that what I learned

from the college where I study is not enough, most especially that JavaScript is getting more and

more complicated. So, I bought this book and I think it has helped me a lot for enriching my skills.

So much worth reading book!

JavaScript: The Ultimate Beginner's Guide! is a very user and newbie friendly guide book. Even one

who has no idea about JavaScript (like me) will be able to learn a lot here. I appreciate the books'

way of explaining terminologies. From the basic elements of the JavaScript Language to a whole lot



of technical terms foreign to me so much. I was also able to learn more about JavaScriptâ€™s

Control Flow Statements as well as the different types of loops. Amazingly, they had been simplified

and has been explained in laymanâ€™s terms--making it easier for me to learn them quickly. I think I

will love programming now.

I was learning JavaScript before and the life interrupted me so I had to stop for some time. Now I

have enough time again so I picked up this book to refresh my memory.It is a really good guide with

clear instructions, the pace of learning is nice and the author really goes step by step. I am not a

complete beginner and I followed it easily, but I am sure that a total beginner will have no problems

either. I recommend it for everyone who is trying to get into JavaScript or just or practicing like me.

I am learning another type of computer programming language called JavaScript. This book I have

is clear enough in explaining important facts and each page has useful lessons and examples. I am

a bit familiar using JavaScript and feel moderately comfortable with it. However, I still need to learn

more. This book is a big help, I donâ€™t need to google for information and spend almost two hours

digging some facts. It really teaches and makes me acquainted with all the JavaScript elements

necessary to become an effective JavaScript user.

This book is really intended for beginners on JavaScript. The step by step procedure on how this

JavaScript is being processed is exactly written in this guide. You will fully understand the operation

how this JavaScript is working by simply reading this book. Such a very complete guide about

JavaScript. It also helps you set up everything if in case you do not know. The good thing about this

book is that in just a very short while you will really know so much about JavaScript. Very useful,

very efficiently written.
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